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About Us
Keys Hotels a distinctive part of the renowned Berggruen Group entered the hospitality industry in
2006 and today have twenty-five well established hotels across fourteen locations pan India. We
have won over the discerning traveller with our guest-centric approach and by maintaining high levels
of excellence in hospitality across all our hotels - meeting and surpassing all expectations. Travel is
an integral part of an individual’s life; either for business or pleasure, travel has the power to break
monotony and add sustenance in our lives. However it can be stressful and strenuous if not well
planned. We at Keys Hotels ensure that whatever your reason for travel, be it professional or
personal, there will never be a dull moment when you stay with us. If you’re looking for a location by
the sea or in the hills, tranquil temple towns or cosmopolitan cities you can be sure that there will be a
Keys Hotel waiting to welcome you. We understand the fast paced lifestyle and the need to
sometimes, take it down a notch. Equipped to attend to your every need, whether you’re in for a
fleeting visit or an unhurried rest stop; we will efficiently serve you, meeting your every expectation
and ensuring you enjoy your time at Keys. Our group of hotels offers you an exquisite range of
business and banquet facilities that are designed exclusively to satiate the experienced professional
palate. Your corporate and...
For more information, please visit
https://www.indiamart.com/the-keys-resort-ronil/aboutus.html

Products & Services

OTHER SERVICES

Business Conference Hall

Hotel Packages

Hotel Packages In Goa

Meeting Hall

Products & Services

OTHER PRODUCTS:

Banquet Spaces

Special Beach Packages

Bar Services

Hotel Accomodation
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CONTACT US
The Keys Resort Ronil
Contact Person: Chef Satyenjoy
Baga, Calangute
Goa - 403516, India
https://www.indiamart.com/the-keys-resort-ronil/

